JOHN ADAMS!

Jefferson and Adams __ on the same day - July 4, 1826
Mrs. Adams hung her laundry in the __ Room of the White House
The Department of the __ was organized under his administration
He helped to negotiate the Treaty of __ in 1783
His __, Samuel Adams, helped instigate the Boston Tea Party in 1773
The XYZ Affair led to a quasi-war on the seas against __
His childhood home is open to the public in __ Massachusetts
He corresponded frequently with his wife __
He graduated from this college in 1755
Appointed his son, John Quincy as minister to this country
Thomas Jefferson called him the "__ of Independence"
In 1801 he appointed John __ as chief justice of Supreme Court
He defended the British soldiers who were tried after the Boston __
He was named the first U.S. __ Plenipotentiary to Great Britain
His great-great-grandparents were __
He proposed founding the American Academy of Arts and __
The Alien and __ Acts fined those who criticized the government
The Braintree Instructions were a denouncement of the __ in 1765
He said, "People and nations are forged in the fires of __"
Thomas __ was his vice president
He wrote several essays under the name __ in the Boston Gazette
Timothy __ was his secretary of state 1797-1800
He was a __, but not as strident as Alexander Hamilton
He was the first president to live in the __
In 1780 he commissioned a treaty with the __
He was a member of the 1st and 2nd __ Congresses
Was one of two future presidents to sign the Declaration of __
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